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      MCMP Summer School on Mathematical Philosophy for Female Students How to be a Pluralist about Logic? 1 Sofia A. Meirelles 1 Department of Philosophy, University of Campinas, Brazil Introduction Purpose The advent of a multiplicity of logical systems has burst in the My research focuses on the current pluralistics perspectives last centuries and those developments have taken classical logic and what does it mean to say that you are a pluralist about from an unshakable podium and led us to a pertinent discussion: logic. In order to do so, I start by motivating logical pluralism is there more than one true logic? The answers vary mainly, by providing its context and what contributions it can make. but not limited to, logical monism, logical pluralism and logical Then, I look for a definition of logical pluralism, which requires nihilism. The monist approach is taken as the traditional view, a review of the notions of logical consequence and validity. where there is only one true logic, typically considered universal Depending on how this is done, we find that there are many and a priori. Pluralist perspectives on logic, in contrast to ways in which one can be pluralist about logic, and also many monism, are grounded in the idea that there is more than one problems that these different versions face. It is important to true, correct, or adequate logic. This means that there is more note that there are many, and even incompatible ways, in which than one way to tell which arguments are logically valid and we can be pluralist. Concerning logic, we can be pluralist and which logical principles follow. The nihilist view is even more also normative, or realist, or pragmatic, or none of these. I want controversial, since for them there is no logic at all that satisfies to clarify how all those variously shaped pluralisms fall under the relation of logical consequence. the same perspective, or if we need better ways of categorizing them. Contributions The other aspect of the research is to combine a philosophical approach with a mathematical one and look for a more formal First, pluralism can help us to make sense of inferential practices, answer about how genuine disagreement occurs between logics. such as the use of non-monotonic reasoning in artificial intelli- For example, by studying the properties of translations between gence and in belief revision, to use constructive mathematics, logical systems and evaluating them with philosophical and to deal with conflicting information, to formulate non-reflexive logical criteria, we can indicate which logics conflict and say logics for some interpretations of quantum mechanics and more. if it is necessary to accept more than one, or if they fit in a Second, we can acquire a better understanding of classical logic. species of logical relativism. The same holds for logical operators Analogously with scientific theories, we understand better the analysis, such as logical consequence and the nature of negation. scope and limitations of classical mechanics because we have Studying these relations will certainly offer a polished view of relativistic mechanics. how classical and non-classical logics relate. Also, we can find better ways to solve problems concerning incomplete or inconsistent situations, fictional domains, temporal statements and other modal notions. Finally, we can make sense Some interesting questions of revision and change of logic. For a pluralist, it is usually simple to choose a logic by looking which logical principles are adequate - How meta-theoretic studies can affect this discussion? For for some specific domain, but for a monist it seems limited to instance, when does it matters which logic is used to evaluate a the scope of the logic defended. different logic? - How mathematics affects logic and how con- vincing is to use mathematical arguments for logical pluralism? - Is relativism a key notion? - If it is possible to have one great logic in which we use some heuristic to evaluate contexts and its adequate systems, would we still have pluralism? This research is funded by Coordination for the Improvement of Higher Education Personnel (CAPES) 
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